
Family Law (LLB303) Summaries 

Family Law Issue Summary Sheet for Issue Spotting Template 
 

Parenting orders (Week 3-6): 
 

 Preliminary matters (s 60I mandatory dispute resolution, potentially ICL given)  
- 1) s 60I FLA- Attending family dispute resolution before applying for Part VII 

(parenting) order: Under (1), parties must ‘make a genuine effort to resolve that 
dispute by family dispute resolution’, subject to s 60I(9) exceptions e.g. consent, 
family violence etc. A certificate (s 60I(8)) will be given depending on the outcome.  

- Parenting agreements (s 63B FLA)- may be possible- under s 63DA obligation to 
advise re parenting agreements.  

- • S. 68M – ICL can ask child to be made available for examination (eg physical, 
psychological). • S 102A – where abuse allegations, results of examinations not 
approved in advance by Court inadmissible. • S. 62G court may order a report from a 
family consultant on such matters relevant to the proceedings as the court thinks 
desirable.  

- ICLs (s 68L):  (2)  If it appears to the court that the child's interests in the proceedings 
ought to be independently represented by a lawyer, the court: (a)  may order that 
the child's interests in the proceedings are to be independently represented by a 
lawyer; and (b)  may make such other orders as it considers necessary to secure that 
independent representation of the child's interests. See [8.77-8.78]. Lyons v Boseley 
(1978) + also s 68LA (role of indep children’s lawyer) –cross examine parties & their 
witnesses, present direct evidence to court about the child, present (in appropriate 
cases) evidence of child’s wishes. Should meet/confer with child(ren). • Re K (1994) 
[8.75] was leading case as to when child rep would be appointed: - laid down 13 
categories of cases including where allegations of child abuse, intractable conflict 
between parents, child of mature years with strong views, complete denial of 
contact by one parent. • Name change (ICL) but Re K considerations still apply – 
appointment is a matter for court’s discretion.  

- Less adversarial trials (s 69ZN principles etc)  
 
Goode v Goode Process: 

i) Does s 61DA (ESPR) apply? This is a ‘presumption that it is in the best interests of 
the child for the child’s parents to have equal shared parental resp’. Exceptions in 
(2)- e.g. abuse of child/another child who was at the time a member of the 
parent/that other person’s family (a) OR family violence (b). Can be rebutted etc 
if shown not in best interests(4). See pg 555 for cases.  

ii) If ESPR applies, consider s 65DAA FLA- ‘equal time or substantial and significant 
time’. Court must consider whether equal time is in bests interests (1)(a), 
reasonably practicable (1)(b)- see meaning in (5) factors,- if yes will consider 
equal time order. Best interests still paramount consid. Same reqs for 
substantial/signif time (2)- if no to equal MUST consider substantial/signif time. 
For substantial/signif time requirements: 

- s 65DAA(3)- Defn: It’s only substantial/signif w/ a parent if: (a)  the time the child 
spends with the parent includes both (i)  days that fall on weekends and holidays; 
and (ii)  days that do not fall on weekends or holidays; and (b)  the time the child 



spends with the parent allows the parent to be involved in:  (i)  the child's daily 
routine; and  (ii)  occasions and events that are of particular significance to the child; 
and (c)  the time the child spends with the parent allows the child to be involved in 
occasions and events that are of special significance to the parent. 

NOTE: For both equal + sub/sig consider (5) factors-  (a)  how far apart the parents live 
from each other; and (b)  the parents' current and future capacity to implement an 
arrangement for the child spending equal time, or substantial and significant time, with each 
of the parents; and (c)  the parents' current and future capacity to communicate with each 
other and resolve difficulties that might arise in implementing an arrangement of that kind; 
and (d)  the impact that an arrangement of that kind would have on the child; and (e)  such 
other matters as the court considers relevant. 

- What does best interests mean (s 60CC)?: Primary considerations (look at both 
meaningful r’ship w/ both parents + protection from harm) + Additional (voice of the 
child consider maturity/level of understanding- strength, duration, maturity- which is 
like Art 12 CROC etc- court might use s 60CD about how views of child are 
expressed- e.g. consultant report), nature of r’ship of child w/ parents, participation 
in major long-term issues already, maturity/sex/lifestyle/background, family violence 
etc. NOTE: Assignment s 60CC(3)(d) relevant- separation from both family + siblings 
(sibling separation generally not done- Separation from siblings: Separation generally 
not in best interests (Heidt), circs changing- strong attachment to one parent + 
parent moves overseas (Cassidy v Sibley 2012), strong wishes + big diff in ages 
(Fitzgerald + Robinson), different approach may be warranted where family already 
split. For s 60CC(3)(i) Attitude to the child, and to the responsibilities of parenthood, 
demonstrated by each parent (adultery, who leaves who/matrimonial conduct not 
relevant except as it impacts on child’s best interests- Smythe (1983)), people 
putting own needs first etc. Also w/ relocation (part d + e - separation). NOTE: s 
60B(1)(a) + (b) objects reflect the primary consids.  

NOTE: No ‘tender years’ presumptions so the mother is not just automatically preferenced. 
This must all be done in light of the s 60B Objects (reflected in CROC also).   
 
 
Some relevant sections: 

- s 60CA- Child’s best interests paramount consid in making parenting orders 
- s 64C FLA- Parenting order in relation to a child may be made in favour of a parent of 

the child or some other person.  
- s 65C FLA- Who can apply- can be either or both of the child’s parents (a), the child 

(b), a grandparent (ba), or any other person concerned with the care, welfare or 
development of the child.  

- s 60D- Advisor’s (e.g. includes legal practitioner in s 60D(2) obligations- Adviser 
giving ‘advice or assistance’ to a person about matters concerning a child must a) Be 
informed they should regard best interests as paramount consid + b) encourage the 
person to act on the basis that the child's best interests are best met: (i)  by the child 
having a meaningful l relationship with both of the child's parents; and (ii)  by the 
child being protected from physical or psychological harm from being subjected to, 
or exposed to, abuse, neglect or family violence; and (iii)  in applying the 
considerations set out in subparagraphs (i) and (ii)--by giving greater weight to the 
consideration set out in subparagraph (ii). 



- s 61B- ‘Parental responsibility’- meaning: w/ a child means ‘all the duties, powers, 
responsibilities and authority which, by law, parents have in relation to children. Also 
each parent of child has parental responsibility subject to parenting orders etc (s 
61C).  

- s 61DA (ESPR)- below 
- s 65DAC- Where 2+ ppl share parental resp (i.e. talk about this in assignment 

regardless of what order’) AND exercise involves ‘making a decision about a major 
long-term issue in relation to the child’- decision must be made jointly about these 
issues. If something isn’t major long-term issue no need to consult other parent (s 
65DAE).  

- s 4: ‘Major long-term issues’: In relation to a child, means issues about the care, 
welfare and development of the child of a long-term nature and includes (but is not 
limited to) issues of that nature about: (a)  the child's education (both current and 
future); and (b)  the child's religious and cultural upbringing; and (c)  the child's 
health; and (d)  the child's name; and  (e)  changes to the child's living arrangements 
that make it significantly more difficult for the child to spend time with a parent. To 
avoid doubt, a decision by a parent of a child to form a relationship with a new 
partner is not, of itself, a major long-term issue in relation to the child. However, 
the decision will involve a major long-term issue if, for example, the relationship 
with the new partner involves the parent moving to another area and the move 
will make it significantly more difficult for the child to spend time with the other 
parent  

NOTE: Under s 65D(1) FLA, the orders the court will make (subject to ESPR in s 61DA + s 
65DAB parenting plans), make ‘such parenting order as it thinks proper’, under (2) it can 
‘make a parenting order that discharges, varies, suspends or revives some or all of an earlier 
parenting order’. There is also ability to vary an order, s 70NBA variations w/out sep 
applications, BOP standard if need to be enforced/someone breaks it. Note: s 70NEB/FB etc.  

- Consider noting rules of evidence (e.g. s 69ZV- hearsay evidence by children 
admissible).  

 
‘Spend time with’ orders- possible no time can be ordered (see [9.91]).   
 
 
 
 


